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Welcome to Digitalia

Clients
Worldwide clients

Publishing and distribution in the digital world

About Us
DIGITALIA is a Spanish-American company comprised
of qualified professionals in the fields of publishing
and distribution in the digital world: publishers,
librarians and technology experts are on our staff.
Founded in 2007, DIGITALIA is dedicated to content
management, digital distribution and tools for the
development of IT.

Building on the cumulative
experience of our founders and our
management team, DIGITALIA has
become a significant database to
cover a wide range of interests and
needs.

DIGITALIA has important clients in the USA, Europe
and Latinamerica. Here are some of them:

We offer a wide range of digital
products for public and academic
libraries. Some of them have been
pioneers in their field.

Our Products
Our e-books and e-journal databases are classified in
different languages, like Digitalia Hispánica, Digitalia
Catalan, Digitalia Portuguese or Digitalia Française.
Digitalia Film Library offers quality documentaries and
films in different european languages.

Our goal
“To be a global leader providing Spanish academic
titles, bringing to Libraries, academics and students
qualitative content driven by information technology
and the best practices in content management.”

Digitalia Public Libraries offer e-books and multimedia
content, like language courses, children books, art and
music encyclopedias.
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PCAula

DigitaliaHispánica
E-books and e-journals in Spanish

Online computer course

PC Aula

A Spanish language course that
covers all aspects of the basic
Windows tools for their use in
social networks.
Learn online with the most
complete computer tools course.

Digitalia Hispánica

The most complete database of
e-books and e-journals on Spanish
language.
More than 16,000 electronic
documents make us a database
without precedent for the Hispanic
community.

Course units:
1. The computer
2. The OS (Operating System)
3. Take advantage of Windows 7 and 8
4. Oﬃce software
5. Multimedia
6. Word 2010
7. Keep accounts with Excel
8. Internet browsers
9. Communication Tools
10. Social networks

Publishing Houses
We have documents from more than 110 publishing houses.

Collections available include:
Cinema Studies, Literature Studies, History, Historic
Periodicals of Spain, Business and Economics,
Caribbean Studies, Political Science, Law Collection,
Religion and Mythology, Science, Languages,
Linguistics and Philology, Engineering and
Technology, Social Sciences, Medicine and Health
Science, and Philosophy.

Editorial Standard

We have an academic perspective. Our aim is to provide all publishers,
publications and authors of outstanding quality which can provide
value to our database and to our customers.
We bring you the best content from Spain, Colombia, Chile, Argentina,
Mexico, Peru, Dominican Republic. etc.
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DigitaliaFrançaise

GrandesCompositores
The pleasure of classical music in your favorite devices

E-books in French Language

Digitalia Française

Database with the best access
to high quality content in French
language.
Thousands of books of the most
prestigious publishers in different
subjects.

Enciclopedia Digital de los
Grandes Compositores

Increase your general culture with
10 ebooks of 80 pages, 10 video
classes to know the life and work
of the greatest musicians and 10
audio selections.

10 ebooks in full color

10 video lessons

With the complete biography and an extensive
analysis of the work of each artist, clearly
explained by our specialists.

Didactically and with everyday
language, we will explain the
keys to appreciating the genius
of these artists and to know
their life and work.

10 digital audio selections
(equivalent to 50 CDs)
With major works of authors,
to be heard on all digital devices
and/or smartphones.
Publishing Houses
These prestigious publishing houses specialize mostly
in the following subjects:

We have three main publishing houses in our French language
database.

Discover and enjoy the genius of these great
musicians! Now you can learn about the life and work
of these great composers wherever you are:

- History
- Anthropology
- Literary criticism
- Philosophy, Psychology, Religion
- Social Sciences
- Political Science and Law

1. Mozart
2. Beethoven
3. Strauss
4. Chopin
5. Vivaldi

6. Mendelssohn
7. Schumann
8. Bach
9. Wagner
10. Haydn

La Bibliothèque Digitale publishes literary classics and complete
works of important authors.
Imago publishes reference books with continued strong predilection
for unusual subjects, rare and curious.
Arvensa Éditions is positioned as the leading editions of classic
works in French.
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PinturaUniversal

DigitaliaCatalan
E-books in Catalan Language

Life and work of the greatest painters

Museo Virtual de la
Pintura Universal

Learn about the life and work of
the greatest painters wherever you
are! With 18 ebooks of 60 pages
fully-illustrated in colour, 18 video
classes to understand classical
works and 36 reproductions to
create your own art gallery.

Digitalia Catalan

E-books database where you will
find the best access to high quality
content in Catalan language.
Thousands of books of the most
prestigious publishers as well as
the most relevant journals.

18 ebooks in full color
Each ebook with 60 pages, with the complete
biography and an extensive analysis of the work
of each artist, clearly
explained by our
specialists.

This are the painters included in our virtual museum:
- Caravaggio
- Cézanne
- Degas
- Delacroix
- El Greco
- Gauguin
- Goya
- Leonardo
- Miguel Ángel

- Monet
- Rafael
- Rembrandt
- Renoir
- Rubens
- Tiziano
- Toulouse-Lautrec
- Van Gogh
- Velázquez

Publishing Houses
We have eight prestigious publishing houses in our database.

Collections available include:
Art, Catalan Literature Criticism, Economics, History,
Language, Politics.

10 video lessons
Didactically and with everyday
language, we will explain the keys to
appreciating the genius of these
artists and to understand the classics
of universal painting.

Our catalog in Catalan oﬀers a variety of topics, from
the dissemination of university research work, ethical
essays and historical research, especially on historical
subjects of Catalonia.

36 printings
To create your own
art gallery. A selection of
the best works in high
quality ready to print.
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Catalan Review e-journal

Catalan Review is the premier international
scholarly journal devoted to all aspects of
Catalan culture, publishing research articles,
translations, and book reviews.

catalan.digitaliapublishing.com
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DigitaliaPortuguesa

CuentosdeSiempre
Classic stories on your favorite device

E-books in Portuguese Language

Digitalia Portuguesa

Books of the most prestigious
publishers and Portuguese
universities, as well as the most
relevant journals in different
subjects.
The best access to high quality
content in Portuguese.

Cuentos de Siempre

A complete collection of classic
children’s stories in digital version.
With every story, children will
be able to read, listen, watch
and play. Ideal to entertain and
promote children’s reading.

The most complete collection of top fairy tales for all ages.
Now in electronic format!
READ

To enjoy reading the e-book story, beautifully
illustrated in full color, and with the option of hearing
the story about the text itself.

LISTEN

A beautiful dramatization of the classic tale that will
keep the focus on the storytelling and the dialogue,
with stunning special eﬀects.

WATCH

The videos of the story collection are made following
the graphic design of electronic books, with colorful
and attractive animations.

PLAY!

Over 30 games based always on classic tales, to
strengthen memory skills and neuromotricity in
children.

Publishing Houses
These prestigious publishing houses specialize mostly
in the following subjects:

We have two main publishing houses in our Portuguese language
database.

- History of Portugal
- Portuguese language studies
- Portuguese culture assays
- Portuguese literature
- Portuguese folk traditions
- Songbooks and Nursery Rhymes
- History of religion in Portugal

Titles of the collection:

Lusitania Sacra e-journal

Lusitania Sacra is a magazine with a
scientific scope of publications belonging
to the Church History Study Centre of the
Portuguese Catholic University. It appeared
in 1956, published 10 volumes until 1978,
and resumed publication in 1989.
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1. Blancanieves y los
Siete Enanitos
2. El libro de la selva
3. Caperucita Roja
4. Los tres cerditos
5. La Cenicienta

6. Pulgarcito
7. La Bella y la Bestia
8. Peter Pan
9. La Sirenita
10. Hansel y Gretel

dt-demo.cuentos.librotv.com
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Inglésen100días

DigitaliaFilmLibrary
Films and documentaries of high quality in streaming

The most successful English course in the USA

Inglés en 100 días

Accelerated program in 100
sessions. You can access to 800
easy-comprehension videos in
English and Spanish, 600 audios,
71 e-books, 1.200 pages fully
illustrated in colour, and 2000 self.correcting exercises.

800 Videos

Digitalia Film Library

Multilanguage Film Library of
streaming video with some of the
best cinema and documentary films
available for your library.
The Library contains Spanish,
French, other European and Eastern
European language films, as well as
North and South American films.

You can master the
1,000 essential words
and phrases of American
English and how to use
them properly.

Practice your
pronunciation with our
exclusive software.
This is the content of the program:
- Developed in 100 days (teaching units)
- From A1 to B2 of the Common European Framework
- 600 audio
- 71 e-books
- 1,200 pages, illustrated in full color
- 2,000 self-correcting exercises
- 800 fundamentals of language
- 100 cultural notes and tips on learning English
- Full course of American pronunciation
- Consultation with teachers
- Online dictionary
- 14 level exams
- 2 ﬁnal self-assessment tests

Voice Recognition
Documentaries
2,000 exercises to practice
what you have learned.

98 Workbooks

Explora Films is
the leading producer
of documentaries in
Spain.
We have a large
number of this
documentaries in
our catalogue.

You can comfortably read
the e-Books, of course in
your preferred device.

We have selected until now 670 quality
documentaries and ﬁlms distributed in the following
collections:
- Argentine Cinema
- European Cinema
- French Collection
- Spanish Cinema
- Latin American
Selection

- Nature and wildlife
- History
- Travel Documentary
- North American Classic
Cinema

71 e-books
You will learn the four
essential skills: listening,
speaking, reading and
writing.

Digitalia’s objective is to make a careful selection of the materials,
creating collections by genre and country.
We select documentaries and films of high quality: artistic and
intellectual values are a special request.
Please ask your Sales representative if all collections are available
in your country.

600 Audios
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DigitaliaPublicLibraries

Spanishin100days

Ebook collections, multimedia and language courses

Digitalia Public Libraries

Web service for Public Libraries
with the best ebook collections and
multimedia applications in Spanish
for all ages and interests.
We offer as well the most succesful
language courses to learn English
and Spanish, and interesting tools
to communicate fast in other
languages.

The most successful Spanish course in the USA

Spanish in 100 days

Accelerated program in 30 sessions.
Access to 230 easy-comprehension
videos, 420 audios, 30 e-books,
600 fully-illustrated pages, 800
fundamental concepts of language
and 100 cultural notes.

Gain access to an
online interactive
learning
experience with:
- 230 videos
- 320 audios
- 30 e-books
- Audio Recognition Tool
- Test Day

This is the content of the program:
- Course of study developed in 30 didactic units
- 6 levels of maestry, from level A1 to B2 of the
Common European Framework of Reference for
languages
- 230 easy-comprehension videos in both languages:
English and Spanish
- 320 audios
- 30 eBooks
- 600 full-color pages, profusely illustrated
- 800 fundamental concepts of language
- 100 cultural notes and tips
- Full practice of Spanish pronunciation
- Consult a Teacher

Publishing Houses
The e-collections that you can ﬁnd in our database
are the following:

We have very important and prestigious publishing houses in our
catalog for public libraries:

Art, Biographies & Memoirs, Business and Economics,
Cinema, Classics in Philosophy, Classics of Literature,
Education, Health and Medicine, History, Literature
& Fiction (Narrative), Poetry, Philosophy (General),
Politics, Religion and Mythology, Romance, Science,
Sports, Technology, Thriller & Suspense, Children’s
Books, Science Fiction and Teenager & Joung Adults.

Top 100

We compile a monthly list of the most frequently accessed eBooks
in our collections. Find the most popular titles and see which topics
our readers are most interested in.
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